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“Miss Tian, because Old Master Tian hesitates, why are you looking for me? Are you here to 

humiliate me?” The old woman said unhappily. 

” Really did not I simply state that? Tian Ling’ emergency room said innocently. 

The old lady was so mad that she virtually threw up blood. She gritted her teeth as well as 

stated, “Miss Tian, if there’s absolutely nothing else, you can go house. I’m getting old and 

require to rest.” 

” Are you going to relax now? You won’t live long, will you?” Tian Ling’ er claimed with a 

smile. 

” You …” The Old Madam was so angry that her scalp ruptured. She aimed at Tian Ling’ er 

and her hands shivered. 

Tianling was not a worthless person. These words were learned from TV collection. Seeing 

that the old woman was so angry, her heart softened. She claimed, “Old lady, I’m below 

today to inform you something. Samuel is effective as a result of the Divine family. It has 

nothing to do with him.” 

 

I have actually understood him for more than 3 years. The Old Madam gritted her teeth as 

well as said. 

“That’s great. My grandfather won’t approve Sue household, for the benefit of Samuel, he 

has provided the Sue Family a possibility to work together with the commercial chain of our 

Heavenly Household. You should feel honored,” said Tian Ling’er. 

The old lady’s anger was quickly quelled by these words. How could the Heavenly Family 

agree to accept the Sue family members? 

 

Although it was not the authorization of Tian Changsheng, it was also an opportunity for the 

Sue household. 



In Cloud City, those who were able to cooperate with the Heavenly Family were all A-list 

family members. This implied Sue family members would have the ability to turn into one of 

the A-list families in Cloud City with this participation. They likewise had the support of the 

task in the west component of the city. This was something that was set in stone. 

“Miss Tian, is what you stated true?” The old woman asked excitedly. 

Really feeling the adjustment in the Old Madam’s mood, Tian Ling’er hated her in her heart. 

She had wished to drive her out just now, but she had actually altered her mindset so 

rapidly. She was indeed an old woman that was extremely selfish. 

“I came completely right here. Am I kidding you?” Tian Ling’er said. 

Thank you for coming particularly to tell me this good news and likewise to help me say 

thanks to the old master of the Beautiful family members. The old girl’s age was not a lot 

different from that of Tian Changsheng, but there was a big distinction in status, so her 

attitude in the direction of Tian Changsheng was very respectful. 

Tian Ling’emergency room did not discuss Samuel again, in case the old lady criticized it on 

Samuel. 

She did not need to stress concerning it at all, because it was difficult for the old lady to 

have such a suggestion. It was simply as settlement to the Sue family members’s credibility 

in the previous 3 years. 

After Tian Ling’emergency room left, the old woman sitting on the couch was so fired up 

that she could not regulate herself. Recently, she was still reviewing with her assistant 

exactly how to improve Harvey’s ability. She didn’t anticipate the opportunity to find so 

quickly. 

Yvonne was now in charge of the job in the west of the city as well as damaged Harvey’s 

position in the business. If she handed over the teamwork with the Beautiful family 

members to Harvey, then he would absolutely be able to restore eminence in the firm. 

“Chairman, are you going to hand over the Heavenly Household’s cooperation to Harvey?” 

The assistant saw through the old woman’s thoughts and asked. 

“I recognize you are worried that something will go wrong, however, for him currently, it is 

certainly a chance. And also as a grown-up, he should recognize what he is going to do. The 



cooperation with the Heavenly family members is important, and also I still count on him,” 

the old lady claimed. 

The task in the west of the city and the cooperation with the Heavenly Family members. 

When these two things were completely done, the Sue household would most definitely 

come to be a first-tier household in Cloud City. 

However he understood quite possibly that it was definitely difficult for the old woman to 

do this, since she would certainly not turn over the setting of chairman to Yvonne. 

“Call Harvey and also tell him ahead back immediately. I’m going to inform him concerning 

this,” the old woman stated. 

Currently, Harvey remained in the firm, and also a crazy suggestion was spreading in his 

mind. When he obtained a telephone call as well as understood that the old woman asked 

him to visit the rental property, Harvey really felt that his opportunity had come. He mosted 

likely to the pharmacy initially prior to driving to the Sue family members’s suite. 

 


